Abstract. We give two proofs of Wadsworth's classic approximation theorem for the pure A-calculus. One of these illustrates a new method utilising a certain kind of intermediate semantics for proving correspondences between denotational and operational semantics. The other illustrates a direct technique of Milne, employing recursively-specified inclusive relations.
the levels visible, he then studied the operational properties of the M " induced by this semantics and also their relation to the operational properties of the original M. Thus one parameter--the labellingmwas used both for inductions relating to the denotational semantics (the projection levels) and for inductions relating to the operational semantics. It seems fair. to say that as a result a somewhat heavy apparatus was obtained.
We present two other approaches to the proof of (the difficult part of) the Approximation Theorem. In one the two inductions are separated and the M ") avoided by means of an intermediate semantics. In the other, using ideas of Milne [Mill] , [Mil2] , [Stol] , [Sto2] , the second induction is avoided entirely. In both approaches recursively-specified inclusive relations are used [Mill] ; these play only a technical role in the first one but lie at the heart of the second.
Our intermediate semantics is defined just like the standard denotational semantics, except that intermediate denotations take an argument k in 9 (the chain cpo of the extended natural numbers 0___1=_..._k=__...__oo). The operational idea is that at finite values of k, an intermediate denotation is to correspond to (perhaps partial) output produced by the operational semantics after at most k steps. In particular, at k 0 it is the least element 2.. At k oo it is by continuity the limit of the intermediate denotations.
The denotational idea is (roughly) that the intermediate denotation at oo of any phrase is just a function of the intermediate denotations at oo of its sub-phrases. This makes it possible to see the relation between the intermediate and standard denotations.
To relate them formally, one defines a recursively-specified inclusive relation between the standard and the intermediate domains. The existence and properties of this relation are established by induction on the projective levels, and in fact the techniques are, for the most part, well known (see [Stol] , [Mul] for example). Then a simple structural induction establishes the relation between the standard and intermediate semantics.
The idea of the second approach is to strengthen the hypothesis so that structural induction succeeds. To do this, one defines (for every environment) a relation between semantic values and terms of the language which holds when the value is less than the limiting value of the term given via its operational semantics and moreover when in all suitable contexts the relation still holds. 9"(M) is monotonic in n" "(M)Gn+I(M), for all n, as can be shown by a simple induction on (n, M) (lexicographically ordered). 
as required.
We now return to our lemmata. The proof of Lemma 1 will make use of the following standard lemma about substitution, which confirms that the operator I-Ix]-has been defined correctly so as to respect the static determination of bindings.
SUBSTITUTION LEMMA. For all M and N in Exp and p' in Env' and k in 1100,
We shall omit the straightforward but tedious proof by induction (on M), which is entirely analogous to the usual substitution lemma for the standard semantics, o//.. Praof of Lemma 1. We are to show that for all n < oo and M in Exp,
We use induction on (n, M 
Case IV. M is an abstraction, ,Xx. M'. We may assume without loss of generality that x is no x and x does not occur free in any of the A s.
We apply Lemma 5 and take e.--oN (i 1, n'). ,R C) (and v'(h') to (oo D')--> D, where V'n(g') tZ,,
Then the isomorphism pair
is given by the analogous formulae to those for and W. showing (d)(e)---dp'(d')(c') as required (iii) <:=: Suppose that whenever e in D and c' in ]--> D' satisfy e c'() then dp(d)(e)-dp'(d')(c' Proof Simultaneous induction on n, the case n 0 being evident. 
